When creation and annihilation of particles is forbidden, the general features of a manyparticle collision are illustrated by a scattering system containing two particles and a fixed scattering centre. The term in the wave function, which is called by Moller the 'outgoing part, is shown to contain a term representing a totally outgoing wave, but also terms describing the interference effects between the incident wave of one particle and the outgoing wave of the other. Corresponding to the latter terms, there exist singular eigenstates of the 8 matrix which are simultaneous eigenstates of the separate kinetic energies of the particles. The remaining eigenstates are called non-singular, and for these only the sum of the kinetic energies can be given a definite value. Analytic continuation of the non-singular eigenstates in the complex plane of total kinetic energy shows that the corresponding eigenvalues of S can be used to determine the energy levels of states with both particles bound to the centre of force. The eigenvalues for the singular eigenstates will lead to the bound energy of a single particle in the scattering field of the other. The formalism is extended to include singular eigenstates which describe the scattering of one particle on a compound centre made up of the other particle bound to the scatterer.
The usual form of quantum theory contains many quantities which are not observ able. These quantities are introduced as auxiliary variables for convenience in calculation and are only indirectly related to experimental results. Examples are wave functions or dynamical variables which are written as functions of space-time and therefore can be exactly localized. Such localizability would be invalid in a physical theory if, for instance, there is some universal constant which plays the p art of a minimal length. Heisenberg (1949) has suggested th at the divergence difficulties of quantum-field theories are a direct consequence of the use of localizable variables. However, it seems essential th at those parts of quantum theory which are directly related to experimentally observed quantities must also be incorporated in any new theory of elementary particles. The theory of the characteristic matrix, or S matrix, is an attem pt to set up a framework for a future theory which will contain none of the divergences but all the experimental results of present quantum mechanics.
The S matrix is based on the idea of a stationary collision in a system of particles, and its m atrix elements are closely connected with collision cross-sections for various processes. The original formulation of the theory was given by Heisenberg (1943 a, b) , and the general properties of S have been studied by Moller (1945 Moller ( , 1946 . There are two main approaches to the development of $ -matrix theory. One is to study the properties of the S m atrix obtained from non-relativistic quantum mechanics, and show th at it will lead to all experimental results which have previously been obtained from a Hamiltonian. In addition to cross-sections these include the energy levels of bound states of two or more particles and radio-active decay constants. The second approach is to obtain properties, from non-relativistic quantum mechanics, which are restrictions on the S matrix itself. Such properties must be independent of the [ 540 ] particular form of Hamiltonian, and may then be assumed to apply even if no Hamiltonian exists. The most im portant of these are the unitary condition which enables St o be interpreted as a transformation matrix, and the relativistic invariance of the eigenvalues of S. Both these are general conditions; the outstanding require ment is a special condition, which depends on the particular dynamical system under consideration. If S can be determined from these conditions, aided by a need for simplicity, they would form the basis for a new theory.
In this paper the author will be concerned principally with the first method of approach. The properties of a many-particle system are studied, with particular reference to the energy levels of bound states.
The Lorentz invariance properties of S have been studied by Moller (1945) for a collision of two particles, and he has made a formal extension to a many-particle collision. I f one is not concerned with Lorentz invariance, the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity may be eliminated. The system is then mathematically equivalent to one in which particles are scattered on a fixed centre of force, with conservation of energy but not of momentum. Throughout this paper the author works in terms of a system of this type.
In their papers on ^-m atrix theory, Heisenberg (1943 a) and Moller (1945) have assumed th a t the wave function for scattering may be pu t in a standard form having two parts, one representing the incident wave, and the other the 'outgoing' wave. For a system of one particle and a fixed scattering centre, Dirac (1948) has given the justification for this standard form of the wave function. The 'outgoing' wave does in fact correspond to the particle moving outward in the asymptotic region of co ordinate space. I t is shown in this paper, for a many-particle system, th a t the assumption of the standard form is related to the physical assumption th a t the particles interact only in a finite region of space. This implies th a t no Coulomb forces are present. The ' outgoing ' p art of the wave function corresponds to a state in which a t least one particle is moving outward in the asymptotic region of co-ordinate space.
For the scattering of one particle, Heisenberg (1944) has shown th a t analytic continuation of the eigenvalues of S, in the complex energy plane, will lead to* the energy levels of closed states in which the particle is bound to the scattering centre. The main purpose of the present paper is to extend the work of Heisenberg to systems of two or more particles with a scattering centre. 11 is assumed throughout th a t the number of particles is a constant of the motion. A system in which particles can be created and annihilated seems to present ^-m atrix theory with major diffi culties which can probably be overcome only by new assumptions. Some study of this problem has been made by H u (1949), but his new assumptions lead to a serious negative-energy difficulty.
I t is shown first th a t the wave function, for scattering of two particles with no mutual interaction on a fixed centre, may be put into the standard form. The S matrix for the compound system is the product of the separate S matrices. This result can be extended to an arbitrary number of particles. After considering two particles having small mutual interaction, the interpretation of the 'outgoing' part of the wave function is examined. This is made up of interference terms between 'incident ' waves of one particle and outgoing waves of the other, as well as the totally outgoing wave. The 'incident* wave of a particle is defined as the state in which this particle does not interact with the rest of the system; it will contain both incoming and outgoing parts. The product of the incident states of all the particles is called the initial state of the system.
In order to investigate bound states of a system containing two particles and a scattering centre, a superposition of states is formed. The basic states of the superposition correspond to incident plane waves of equal energies. The weight function for the superposition can be chosen so th a t the total state is an eigenstate of the S matrix. Then the weight function can be called an eigenfunction of determines the initial state of the system, which differs from the final state only by a phase factor. This phase factor is an eigenvalue of Since the total energy W of the system commutes with 8, every eigenfunction of S and W will contain a ^-function factor in the total energy of the two particles. Physically this means that, in a collision which is an eigenstate of one can know exactly the asymptotic value of the total kinetic energy. If, for a particular eigen state, one knows the separate asymptotic values of the kinetic energies of the two particles, the eigenfunction will contain two ^-function factors, one for each kinetic energy. I call this a singular eigenfunction. I t corresponds to a state in which the exchange of energy between the two particles is zero, so th a t asymptotically the separate kinetic energies are conserved. A necessary condition for the existence of singular eigenfunctions is th a t 8 contains terms having tw separate kinetic energies. Such terms are always present in 8, either as a product of incident waves, or as interference waves between one particle incident and the other outgoing. An eigenfunction which contains only the one ^-function factor in total kinetic energy is called a non-singular eigenfunction. The existence of such eigenfunctions is ensured if the separate kinetic energies do not commute with S.
By obtaining the asymptotic form of the wave function in co-ordinate space, we can investigate the conditions for bound states. For a non-singular eigenstate of 8, analytic continuation of the corresponding eigenvalue, in the complex plane of total kinetic energy, leads to the energy levels of states with both particles bound to the centre of force. For a singular eigenstate, keeping the kinetic energy of one particle fixed, analytic continuation of the eigenvalue leads to the bound energy of the other particle.
The im portant case, where the fixed energy value is the bound energy of one particle, can be included in this scheme. I t corresponds to a state in which one particle is scattered on a compound centre made up of the other particle bound to the scatterer. Since it is a singular eigenstate, ionization of the bound particle does not take place. When the total energy of the system is too low to allow ionization, the only possible states are a superposition of these singular eigenstates. W ith their corresponding eigenvalues these states define an 8 m atrix which I call the 'partial* 8 matrix. I t is not analytic and indicates new difficulties in the theory which are considered in more detail in another paper.
The possibility of a mixed eigenfunction, containing both singular and non singular parts, is considered. I t is shown th a t these parts may be regarded as separate eigenfunctions of S, belonging to the same eigenvalue. This has the consequence th a t the singular p art m ust correspond to a state in which one particle is bound.
Finally, some aspects of the extension to an arbitrary number of particles are discussed. I t seems unlikely th a t any new points of principle would arise in making this extension.
Heisenberg's S matrix
2 . T w o -p a r t i c l e s c a t t e r i n g w i t h n o m u t u a l in t e r a c t i o n Units are taken in which Henergy of a particle by Kn, k n, Wn, for n = 1 ,2 . Then W l = k\ + We consider two-particle scattering on a fixed centre offeree, so th at energy but not momentum must be conserved. Since there is no mutual interaction, the system can be treated as the product of two single-particle scattering systems. In the momentum space of one system the incident wave can be represented by a ket vector |k^>, denoting a plane wave with momentum k^. Then the wave function takes the form
where t ±(x) = ^+ (2-2) and 8(x) denotes Dirac's 8 function. For all possible initial values k^ of the momentum, and all possible values k n, the wave functions (2*1) form the wave matrix \Jrn. Since the particles 1 and 2 have no mutual interaction, the wave function for the two-particle system is
where the initial state is | k^) | k^) = | kf*k«f >. Since, in forming (2*3), we shall be concerned with products of improper functions, it is necessary to use a more rigorous definition than (2-2) for £± (a:). This is defined only when taken under an integral with respect to by r°° 1 r°°<
The last term is zero, since the integrand is of order 1/a2 as a->co in any direction, and the integrand has no poles in the upper half-complex a plane for <r > 0. The left side of (2-7) gives
The last term gives zero when the integration is carried out with respect to a and 6. This proves (2*7). W ith the aid of (2-6) the wave function (2*3) can be w ritten
is the total kinetic energy. The S m atrix corresponding to (2*8) is defined by
(2-11)
In obtaining (2*11) we have used (2*7). In symbolic form this equation may be
This result is intuitively obvious, so th a t any other would cast doubt on the applic ability of the theory to this particular system. B ut its proof is not trivial; for example, Heitler's theory of radiation damping leads to a different result, and m ust therefore be inapplicable to this problem. Heitler's integral equation, according to Wentzel (1947) , can be written
where the m atrix elements of K are the first non-vanishing terms of an interaction matrix, and
In our example (2*13) holds for the product system, and since there is no interaction between the particles,
This gives R = {Rl^-Rt + R 1R t)l{l -J I^l^), (2-17 which contradicts (2*12).
The result (2*12) cannot be directly generalized to a system of many particles by induction, since the r matrix for many particles will contain a number of subsidiary terms with 8 and 8+ factors, which might invalidate our calculations. The direct proof will be outlined here. (2*6) and (2*7) generalize to
f^+( X II £+.(®i) -f II ^+(®i)> (2*18)
where the I sign denotes I \daxda2... dan,and ax,a 2 . J Left side of (2*18)
The second term in the integrand is of order l/a f for any a^, as Oj->oo in the complex plane. I t has no poles in the upper half a* plane, and gives zero contribution to the integral. (2*18) follows. I f (2*19) holds for n, then
/•
/ n \ n n /•»+ 1 *(<w)qs «j s n w = n * < < « , )■
= left side of (2*19) with n + 1 for n.
I t follows th a t (2*19) is true for all n.
The wave function for a system of n non-interacting particles, w ritten in the product-momentum space, takes the form <kx... k" I ^ I ... k^> = n <k, | f,| kfy. W ith the help of (2*19) this gives
(2-23) 1 = 1
TWO -PARTICLE SCATTERING WITH SMALL MUTUAL INTERACTION
When the interaction between two particles is treated as a small perturbation on the system of § 2, we can investigate the new form taken by the S matrix. Denote the unperturbed wave m atrix by xjfQ . Its m atrix elements satisfy a wa ve equation
where V = Vx-\-V2 is the sum of the separate interactions of the particles with the scattering centre. Let the wave function (k xk 21 xjr | k^k^) describe the state which develops adiabatically under a perturbing potential v. v refers to a small interaction between particles 1 and 2. Then
Put \Jr = ^o+0* Then to first order in v and < j> ,
W ithout loss of generality we can take V< f> = 0, since this involves only a re-choosing of the unperturbed state ijf0. To see this, put < J> = ^1+^2 where V< j> 2 -6. Then fa satisfies (3*1) if fa satisfies
Hence fa can be added to the unperturbed wave function i/r0. I t is assumed th at particles 1 and 2 interact only in a finite region of space sur rounding the scattering centre. Then the correction < f) to the wave m atrix will be of the form <kxk 210 1 kj*k^> = -
On going over to the S matrix this gives
This gives for the perturbed r matrix <kjk21 r | kf*k^> = -2?rc<k1k 21 v \ kfkg) -fc rifrk .k , | « | kf*k£cJk;3+( JF J-^X k J J r,|ktf> -2m t a k * IV|k ;k^> d k ;i+( J F ; -Wf)<k; I r, Ikj*> -2 m JJ< k1k * M k;k;> dk;dk;{i+( w [ -w f ) + <s+( w 2 -w t ) } x < k ;|r 1|k^> < k i|r1|k^>
where r0 is the unperturbed wave matrix given by (2*9). We see from (3*8) th a t the perturbation causes an essential change in the r matrix, even when the energy shell
since the Poisson bracket [F, v] is now of second order in smallness. Excluding Coulomb fields, there would not be interaction between the two particles a t infinite separation from the scattering centre, unless v could lead to binding between the two particles. If k^ denotes the momentum of the compound particle in state (m), v will have m atrix elements of the type <k( 1 ) | v | k^k^>. Then
However, the perturbation does not give the whole change in 8, since the incident wave also will have to be modified. We will not investigate these types of transition in this paper. There is nothing essentially new in the generalization of this calculation to more than two particles.
. T h e p h y s i c a l i n t e r p r e t a t i o n o f t h e w a v e f u n c t i o n
For simplicity it is assumed th a t no m atrix elements of type (3*12) occur. Then the m atrix elements of iff, which are im portant a t large separation from the scattering centre, are (k jk 21 f I kf<k#> = <k!k211 |k^l^> + i +( j r -JT^K kjkj | r | k^) ,
The expression (4-1) denotes the pure scattering part of ijr, and describes a state in which neither particle is captured by the centre. (4*2) denotes a state in which particle 2 has been captured by the scattering centre, and the excess kinetic energy carried off by particle 1. Since we shall only be concerned with the behaviour at large distances from the centre, kinetic energy must be nearly conserved, so no states with both particles captured can occur.
The assumption th a t the particles interact only in a finite region round the scat tering centre means th a t the incident waves can be plane waves, and the initial state of the system is represented by <kjk211 1 k This als forces are present, only short-range forces act between the particles. When the wave function corresponding to the initial state is subtracted from (4 -1 ), we are left with a part which should correspond to a state which has been affected by the scattering centre. That is, one or more of the particles must be outgoing in the asymptotic region of co-ordinate space. By transforming to co-ordinate space it will be shown th a t this requirement is satisfied by the last term of (4 -1 ).
For one-particle scattering the corresponding requirement is th a t the asymptotic wave function should represent an incident wave plus a wave which is outgoing only. For two or more particles, in a steady scattering process, there are interference effects between the incident wave of one particle and the outgoing wave of another particle. For example, in (2*8) this interference is represented by the term
This denotes a plane wave in the momentum space of particle 2, coupled with a wave outgoing from the scattering centre for particle 1. We note th a t the incident wave #(k2 -k jf)is incoming on one side of the scattering centre and outgoing on the other side. Since the system is in a stationary state, the probability of any state is constant in time, so there is no contradiction in the fact th a t incoming waves of one particle mix with outgoing waves of the other even a t infinity. W ithout such mixing of incident and outgoing waves we would not obtain a unitary S matrix.
If in a many-particle system there is mutual interaction between the particles, there will be an exchange of energy a t the scattering centre. W ithout this exchange of energy a totally outgoing wave would contain a product of £+(Tf£ -W f) factors, one for each outgoing particle. By formula (2*18) this reduces to the standard form with a^+( f~ WA) factor multiplied by a term singular in the separate Wt at W ith the exchange of energy the essential factor £+(JF -WA) remains, but the other will be modified so th a t it is no longer singular in the separate
We will see that, in the asymptotic region of co-ordinate space, such a term still represents a totally outgoing wave.
Summarizing these remarks for a two-particle system: The second term in the wave function (4*1) will contain terms falling into two classes. First, the interference between particle 1 outgoing and particle 2 incident, given by
Second, a term which we shall see is totally outgoing,
where <kx k21 / 1 kfkfy contains no singular parts such as 8 or d+ terms particle energies. The representation of (4*3) and (4-4) in co-ordinate space is obtained by means of the transformation function <rxr 21 kjka) = (2 tt)"3 exp ( i k^) exp (ik2r 2).
(4*5)
In r 2 co-ordinate space (4-3) gives a plane wave exp (ikf r 2) with momentum equal to the initial value kf. The r x dependent part is identical with Molle system (Moller 1946) , and for large rx has the asymptotic form s J S S f e w -H ' . i w .
«•>
where Ax = are angle variables in the direction of r x, and A is the value of Ax at Wx -Wf. (4*6) represents an outgoing wave only in r x co-ordinate space.
The most convenient method of transforming (4-4) to co-ordinate space is by means of the Heisenberg-Moller 8 functions. These are written 8±(W to distinguish them from the Dirac 8 functions. Their properties are set out by Moller (1946) , and only those formulae which are needed for specific discussion are given here.
<J±( JF, WA) are defined when under an integral by
C±(WA) are contours in the complex W plane shown in figure 1. C+{WA) passes from the rest mass k below the value WA, and to infinity along the real axis.
C_(WA) passes above WA, and to infinity along the real axis. When WA is real and greater than k these formulae are equivalent to (2*4). Heisenberg's 8 matrix
j S(W, W*)f(W)dW
These 8 functions are written as functions of two variables since the path of integration is modified to suit each value of WA. The Dirac 8 functions, on the other hand, are functions of only one variable given by the real difference (W -WA).
I f k2 = W2 -k2 then for WA real and greater than k lim e x p {ikr)8± {W, WA) = /exp \0, v '
since C_{WA) may be taken entirely in the upper half W plane, where the imaginary p art of k is positive. Similarly, C+{WA) may be taken in the upper half-plane except for a small closed contour surrounding the point W = WA.
Transforming (4*4) to co-ordinate space we get for large
where and o)x are angle variables in the directions r x and -r x respectively. For any fixed value of k 2 in the integrand of the last term, there is a factor exp ( -ikxrx) 8+{Wx, (WA -W2)}.
The path of integration may be varied in the Wx plane so th at this gives zero, using the conjugate complex of equation (4*9). We now see why it is essential th a t/sh o u ld contain no singular factor like 8(WA -Wx), since with such a term only one point of the path of integration of Wx is important and (4*9) would not apply. This would give a non-zero contribution from the incoming wave For a non singular/, the asymptotic form of (4*4) for rx large is _1 __ (27r)2ir i f , » , |/ 1kfk*>. (4*11)
The superscript B denotes th at k x and k 2 are, in the integrand, taken on the kinetic energy shell, i.e. Hence it can be said th at a non-singular term like/, in the r matrix, corresponds to an outgoing wave in the asymptotic regions of both r x and r 2 space, th a t is, it repre sents a totally outgoing wave. The last term corresponds to a state in which at least one particle is moving away from the scattering centre. I t can be split into terms, some of which refer to a mixture of incident waves of some particles with outgoing waves of others.
V (*!+fc
The matrix element (4-2), which corresponds to capture of particle 2, can be Written <5+{Hi, ( -W f')} <ki«, | r | kj< kj>>. (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) This represents an outgoing wave in r x co-ordinate space, with kinetic energy asymp totically equal to WA -W( 2 \ where is the bound energy of particle 2 in state (n). In k 2 momentum space this term is by definition the Fourier transform of a term like l/r2exp ( -| A 4n) | r2).
T h e a s y m p t o t ic w a v e f u n c t i o n f o r a n e i g e n s t a t e o f S
In the previous section the discussion was restricted to initial states made up of products of plane incident waves. As a preliminary to the investigation of bound states, we now consider a general initial state for scattering of two particles. We take as basic states | k f k^), and superpose with a weight function u where PF, a are a complete set of commuting observables, which commute also with S. Hence S -$(JF, cc)can be w ritten as a function of them, and its eigen w ritten A( W°a°). Throughout this paper A will denote an eigenvalue of S; it is always a function of TF°, the total kinetic energy of the system. Equation (5*4) gives for this special casê
A is of modulus unity, so the initial and final states differ only by a phase factor. In making a transformation of 'kjru(k1k 2) to co-ordinate space, we again have to consider two possibilities. One is th a t it(k1k 2) is 'non-singular', th a t is, it contains no 8 factor in Wx or W2. If (5*6) holds, then v(k1k 2) is also non-singular. Secondly, w(kxk 2) may contain a factor 8(WX -IF0); then it is called a singular function.
When w(k1k 2)^(TF-PF°) is a non-singular eigenfunction, the wave function in co-ordinate space is i r a) = ^(1*1*2)+ v(r1r 2), (5-7) where the asymptotic forms of u and v for large rx arê ( r i r 2) --1 (2n)2ir In § 8 the conditions for the existence of both singular and non-singular eigenfunc tions of 8 are discussed, and it is shown th a t they are normally satisfied. A singular eigenfunction corresponds physically to a state in which there is no interchange of energy between particles 1 and 2. For such a state one is able to measure the asymp totic values Wx, W2 of the separate kinetic energies. This distinguishes it from a non singular eigenstate where only the total kinetic energy W° can be known. When the singular, function u is nob an eigenfunction of 8,
Substituting this in (5*2) gives
In (5-16) the wave function has been split into 8± terms with {W 2 -JF2) as argument. This is consistent, but has removed the symmetry shown in (5*13) between particlesan outgoing wave in both r t and r 2 co-ordinate space. W hen ^( k jk^8{W -WQ ) gives a singular eigenstate of 8, this last term is zero, and
Transforming (5-17) to co-ordinate space giveŝ M (ri**a)
^^T iY + yir^).(5-18)
For large r 2, Using the eigenvalue equation (5*14), we get also for large r2°4
s $ x m w l / 3°)x{k' m < ) -(6'21) Equations (5*20) and (5*21) show th a t the first term on the right of (5*17) represents asymptotically an incoming wave in r2 space, and the last term an outgoing wave in r2 space. I t is easy to see th a t the two parts have no such interpretation in rx space. Transforming the first term on the right of (5*17) for large
1 1 1 (5*22) In (5*22) only the point Wx -W \, of the path of integration of W1} is im portant. I t is this fact th a t has given a factor W%) instead of £_(TF, PF°). Hence, unlike the non-singular case, we cannot make a variation of the path of integration to give a zero contribution from either term. Thus (5*22) represents both incoming and outgoing waves in r x co-ordinate space.
Analytic continuation for a non-singular eigenstate
In this section the behaviour of the wave function (5*7) is investigated when analytic continuation is made in the complex W° plane, where W° is the total kinetic energy of the system. For a pure scattering problem, the asymptotic value of the kinetic energy Wt of each particle m ust be greater than its rest mass Kt. Hence for scattering * , + * ,< W«.
(6-1) I t is supposed th a t the wave function (5*7) is known for the range (6*1), and the effect on the asymptotic forms (5*8) to (5* 12) is investigated when W° is continued analytic ally to the range In the equations (5-8) to (5*12) both the integrand and also the path of integration are functions of TF°. This enables us to obtain the behaviour of the asymptotic wave function when W° becomes complex, provided we specify along what path W° is continued. This will define the new path of integration for W * or and W2 satisfy
The Wt plane must be cut from Ki to -Kt in order to make Wi a single-valued function of the momentum kt. We adopt the convention th a t and are positive for W° in range (6*1). This fixes the Riemann sheet in which we start.
We consider the behaviour of (5*8) when W° is continued by path [a] ( figure 2) . to values in range (6*2). The path of integration in the W2 plane depends linearly on this change in W°. I t changes from k2 to A by t I f it is assumed th at the. integrand of (5*8) has no singularities in the lower half W2 plane, the path of integration may be contracted to the direct path k2Ax, taken below the cut on the real axis (k2 tok2) .
Since k2 -| W\-k\ |* on path [a j, we have k2 = | k2 | exp ( -\in) along path k2A'. For fixed W° given by the value kx + A x, as W2 varies along the path k2Ax, in the integrand of (5 -8 be given by W f -W° -W2. W° is real and is in the lower half-comple Hence in the integrand of (5*8), k f = + th at for large rx, the wave function u(rx r 2) given by (5* exp ( -ikf rx) = exp ( + 1 k f| rx) when W° is continued by path [a] to r range (6*2). Similarly «Kr i r a) in (5*9) contains a convergent factor exp ( -j | rj) for the same continuation of W°. For large r2, we have to consider (5*11) and (5 *1 2 ). In these Wx is the free variable whose path of integration kx to W° -k2 is affected directly by continuation of W°. When W° is continued by path [a] (figure 2), Wx has a path of integration from kx and below the cut (kx to -/cx) to Wq-k2< kx. We see th a t 0(r i**) represents a dosed state, in which particles 1 and 2 are bound to the scattering centre. I f continuation of W° is made by p ath [6] (figure 2) above the real axis then u ( ri r 2) -
v(rx r 2) ~ r f 1 exp (| | for large rlt) g r2x exp ( |^| r2) for large r 2. / In this case, u (r1r 2) represents a closed state with particles 1 and 2 bound.
For continuation by p a th [a] , if the wave function r 2) is itself to represent a closed state, we m ust have w(rxr 2) zero. This will happen when there is a zero term in the integrands of (5*8) and (5*11), th a t is ,u(W x a)x k 2) = 0 and ( These functions m ust be zero for all values of the variables, subject to + W°, and Wx + W f -W° respectively. Hence the zero m ust be associated w ith the particular fixed final value, W(n) say, of W°, where 0 < W(n) < /q + k2. From (5*6) we see th a t m ust be a root of
Similarly, if W° is continued by p ath [6] (figure 2) to the range (6*2), is found to be a root of A(JF°a°) = 0. (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) PT(w) is interpreted as the energy of a state in which both particles are bound to the scattering centre. These results show th at, providing there exist eigenfunctions of the 8 m atrix which are non-singular in the kinetic energy of one particle alone, the energies of the closed states m ay be obtained by analytic continuation of the corresponding eigenvalues. I t will be seen later th a t in general non-singular eigenfunctions do exist.
I t is assumed th a t a correct S m atrix, calculated by some future theory, will lead only to zeros which correspond to bound states, although it has been noted th a t redundant zeros with no physical meaning may occur when the 8 m atrix is calculated from non-relativistic quantum mechanics.
. A n a l y t i c c o n t i n u a t i o n f o b a s i n g u l a r e i g e n s t a t e
We now consider the effect on the wave function (5* 18) when analytic continuation is made in the W% plane. In (5*22) we have seen th a t the term a5(rxr 2) contains both incoming and outgoing waves in r x space, when the singular value is real and greater th an kx. The same is true for v(rxr 2). We consider first W x > and then W x < kx. Thus z(rxr 2) diverges, whilst y{vxT^ represents' a bound state of particle 2. We can see directly th at when W% moves into the upper half-plane from B, the path of integration C+( JFj{)can be taken entirely in the upper half-plane when associated with exp (fc£ara), and entirely in the lower half-plane when associated with exp ( -ik%r2). Thus a 8+{W2, W%) factor will lead to a bound state of particle 2, using path [aa] . B ut C_( JFa) for W2 a t B 1 must encircle B 1 before going to infinity, so a W2) factor will in general lead to a divergent term. If, for a particular final value of W2, Then the wave function fru(Tx r a) will itself represent a state in which particle 2 is bound and particle 1 free. The eigenvalue A( IF? W2fi°) which corresponds to a sin gular eigenstate is a function of both' Wx and W2, since for this state both kinetic energies can be known. Hence for each fixed value of W Xi the bound states of particle 2 have energies satisfying
The solutions will in general be dependent on the particular fixed value of IF®; th a t is, is the energy of particle 2 bound to the centre and subject to the field of the scattered particle 1 of energy JFJ. For > kx the dependence of JF^ on W\ will probably be slight, but it is certainly important for W \< kx. The eigenvalues which refer to angle variables will also affect TFan). When TF? = < kx is the bound energy of particle 1 and t singular eigenstate has a special physical significance. I t refers to scattering of particle 2 on a compound system made up of particle 1 bound to the scatterer. For the total energy W° < kx + k2 all eigenstates are singular and of this type. A singular eigenstate of this special type can be written as a ket vector | There are two ways of representing this state in momentum space. One is to take the usual Fourier transform from the t x co-ordinate representation advantage th a t <kjka | TF^JFjj/?®) does not contain a 8 factor in the kinetic energy. The other is to use a complex momentum space denoted by <*kjka | in which JFJ may be less than kx. Using this the eigenfunction takes the form
The use of complex momentum space makes the treatm ent of singular eigenstates for Wx < kv formally the same as for TP} > kv The eigenfunction equation becomes = A ( < * k x k 2 1 (7-7)
Since we are considering a real scattering problem here (and not the analytic con tinuation of one) the eigenvalue A is of modulus unity for W2 > k2. If A( W\J3°) is continued analytically to the region 0 < W% < /c2, the en states of particle 2 are obtained from the solutions W% = of A (W^*>W^)«oo, = 11 |, (7-8)
A(Tfiw>Tr §yff°) -0, (7-9)
The value JF2 m) is the energy of particle 2 bound, subject to particle 1 having energy JFin). Hence + TF^m) = is the energy of a state with both particles bound to the scatterer.
F urther investigation of eigenstates
We have the following commutation properties in general, Apply I dWx 1 dW2 to both sides of (8*2) and let e->0. The right-hand J Wl-e J Wi-e side gives A( IF® W% fi°)x{ Wx < ox PF2w2), and the left-hand side gives zero unless it contains two 8 function factors of the type -IT®) 8{W2 -W2). These always in W2o)2 | 8 1 W\o)'x TT2g> 2), and arise both in the term corresponding to of incident waves, and in the term corresponding to interference between the incident wave of one particle and the outgoing wave of the other.
If there exist eigenstates which are a mixture of the singular and the non-singular types, they can be written ( T r -^^k i k a J + ^-T T J J^-T r^^k a ) .
(8-3)
The eigenvalue A(TF°) corresponding to (8*3) is a particular function of W° having singular points a t W° = < kx + /c2. We cannot a t once inter energy of two particles, since this result was obtained when A( TF®) was an eigenvalue of a non-singular eigenfunction. is also an eigenfunction belonging to A(TF°). We can deduce th a t the singularities TF(n) are th e energies of bound states of the two particles. This has the consequence th a t -Wx) 8(W2 -1F2) a;(k1k 2) is a special singular eigenstate with either TFJ = TF^n) < kx , or 1F2 = < k2. Thus any eigenstate of a mixed type ca be represented as a superposition of a singular and a non-singular eigenstate. The singular state will in this case correspond to one of the particles bound to the scattering centre.
When the total energy of the system TF® < + k2, one particle m ust be bound to the scattering centre. This means th a t in any eigenstate the energy W2 is conserved asymptotically, so the only possible eigenstates are of the type (7-7). These eigenstates vary in number according to the number of levels TF^n) allowed by energy conserva tion, which requires TF^n) + k2 <I F®. For each TF® these singular ei correspondingjeigenvalues define an S matrix, which I call the 'partial S m atrix ' since it contains only a p art of all possible scattering matrix elements. The concept of a partial S matrix is only relative, since for a general system in which particles can be created and annihilated, the size of the 8 matrix increases indefinitely with increasing energy. The partial 8 m atrix is unitary in order to conserve probability in a collision, but its 'piece-wise' analytic behaviour gives rise to difficulties in the theory, which will be discussed in more detail in another paper.
